IN THE MATTER OF THE JULY 2019
MONTANA BAR EXAMINATION

The Members of the Montana Board of Bar Examiners, appointed by this Honorable Court to conduct examinations of candidates for admission to the Bar of Montana, respectfully report that on July 30th & 31st, 2019 they conducted the general examination of 99 applicants for admission to the State Bar of Montana, and the results have been certified by the Board and by the Bar Admissions Administrator. After the examination of all applicants, the Board of Bar Examiners submits the following results:

The Board finds the following-named applicants have passed the July 2019 examination, and recommends they be admitted to practice law in the State of Montana:

Alexander Price Amsler
Sydney Elizabeth Best
Bryce Anthony Burke
William Terrence Casey
Nancy Hunt Clark
Daniel Joseph Eakin
Katrina Lynn Feller
Lucas Herbert Forcella
Marzha Lazelle Fritzler
Gabrielle Nicole Gee
Renee Jacqueline Gregory
Spencer Russell Harris
Marina Horsting
Christine Marie Hutchison
Grant Robert Kelly
Kaden Trent Keto
Michael Joseph Klepperich
Brielle Nicole Lande
Olivia Mae Dell Linn
Erin Michelle Lyndes
James Francis Malizia
Sarah Wisdom McClain
Thomas Sean McQuillan
Tyler James Daniel Morgan
Victoria Kaye Nickol
Tyson Charles Parman
Alison Reid Potts
Anna Marie Reed

Courtney Rose Bagnell Morehead
Travis Austin Brown
Nathaniel Andrew Burke
Lowell Jack Chandler
Caitlin Catherine Creighton
Megan Jo Eckstein
Hailey Pearl Forcella
Haley McKenzie Ford
Montana Lina Funk
Taryn Leigh Gray
Stephanie Ann Grover
Zachary Alan Hixson
Amanda Gloria Hunter
Jacalyn Boyle Jones
Molly McKee Kelly
Samuel James King
Joshua Meikle Lamson
Lauren Michelle LaRance
Kirsi Elizabeth Luther
Megan Brodie Maier
John Stewart Masar
Craig Kendall McCormack
Emily Margaret Medland
Jasmine J. Morton
Logan Alan Nutzman
Kelcie Lynn Peltomaa
Samuel David Rankin
Jennifer Pepprock Shannon
The Board also examined the following-named applicants, certified to the Board of Bar Examiners by the Bar Admissions Administrator. These applicants passed the July 2019 examination, but still need to acquire a qualifying MPRE score and/or attend the Montana Law Seminar. Accordingly, in the opinion of the Board, these applicants have not met the requirements for admission to the Bar of Montana:

Summer Leigh Carmack
Akilah Maya Lane
Molly Rose Ricketts
Oliver Finn Wood

Lucy Page Chesnutt
Ramon E. Mercado
Jacob Monico Trujillo